Surgical Considerations of the Cystic Duct and Heister Valves
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Abstract

Objectives Heister valves are mucosal folds located on the endoluminal surface of the cystic duct (CD) and were first described by Lorenz Heister in 1732. Their presence could represent an obstacle that impedes transcystic exploration. It has been suggested that the distribution of Heister valves follows a steady rhythmic pattern in a spiral disposition; however, there is no conclusive data to support this claim. The aim of this study was to describe the main characteristics of the CD and Heister valves in adult human cadavers.

Methods A descriptive cross-sectional study was performed on 46 extrahepatic biliary tracts.

Results The CD has an average length of 25.37 mm and diameter of 4.53 mm. The most frequent level of junction was the middle union. Heister valves were present on 32 CDs; in most cases, they were distributed uniformly on the duct and presented an oblique disposition. A nonreticular pattern was the most frequent reticular pattern. The most frequent type of the nonreticular type was the B1 subtype. The most frequent type of distribution was the nonreticular type, particularly the B1 type.

Conclusions The cystic fold could hinder transcystic exploration. The cysticotomy incision should not be determined by the distribution of the fold on the CD. The morphology of the Heister valves does not show evidence of a steady systematic pattern.
Methods

In Argentina, there is no legislation on academic management of cadaveric tissue, unlike what happens with cadaveric organs for transplantation. In this study, human cadavers from the Department of Anatomy at the University of Buenos Aires were used, under the approval of the Department of Bioethics based on the moral principle of human respect.

A descriptive cross-sectional study was performed on 46 extrahepatic biliary tracts fixed and preserved in 7% formaldehyde. Thirty-one of them were in situ and 15 were already extracted from the human cadavers before measurements were made.

A midline incision was made in the abdominal wall to expose the peritoneal cavity. The hepatoduodenal ligament and the free border of the lesser omentum were dissected to allow access to the extrahepatic biliary tract. Finally, the common hepatic duct (CHD), the CD, and the left and right hepatic ducts were dissected.

The length and external diameters of the CD were measured. The length of the CD was considered from the neck of the gallbladder to its confluence with the common bile duct. The characteristics of the CD–CHD junction and the side of insertion on the CHD were recorded. The level in which the CD joined the CHD was measured by dividing the common bile duct from the left and right hepatic duct junction to the duodenal end of the common bile duct in four equal segments. A middle union was considered when the joint occurred on the second segment of the common bile duct; a joint above or below the second segment was considered a high or low union, respectively (►Fig. 1).

After external characteristics were recorded, a cysticotomy was performed along the longitudinal axis of the CD to expose the Heister valves. The number, distribution, and disposition of the Heister valves were recorded. The endoluminal length of the Heister valves was measured from its origin at the endoluminal surface to its free edge (►Fig. 2).

Two types of Heister valve distribution were defined according to its morphology. The first one, a reticular type, presented a nonarranged distribution with honeycomb appearance. The second one, or nonreticular, presented an arranged distribution. The latter type could be divided into two subtypes, a subtype A when the quantity of Heister valves was 3 or more and subtype B when less than 3. Each subtype could be divided into two groups: 1 when the ratio between the endoluminal length and the diameter of the CD was superior or equal to 0.25 and 2 when the relationship was lower than 0.25 (►Table 1).

Finally, a mixture of polyester resin and catalyst (resin 9075 of Noviplast company, Buenos Aires, Argentina) was injected on the lumen of two CDs until the entire gallbladder and CD were replete. After hardening, the tissue was removed from the finished cast. The endoluminal morphology was recorded along with the prints left by the disposition of the Heister valves.

All measurements were performed with a digital caliper, and all findings were recorded with digital photography.

Results

The CD measured a median of 25.37 mm (range 8 to 34) in length and a median of 4.53 mm (range 2.4 to 8.4) in diameter. The characteristics of the CD–CHD junction were studied on 31 extrahepatic biliary tracts. We identified an angular convergence between the CD and the CHD in 21 cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ration of endoluminal length and the diameter of the cystic duct</th>
<th>Quantity of Heister valves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ≥ 0.25</td>
<td>A ≥ 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 &lt; 0.25</td>
<td>B &lt; 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(67.74%), parallel in 5 cases (16.12%), and straight in 5 cases (16.12%); none was spiral-shaped. The CD was inserted on the anterior aspect of the CHD in 4 cases (12.90%), on the right-sided aspect in 21 cases (67.74%), and on the posterior aspect in 6 cases (19.35%). The CD–CHD junction was a middle union in 17 cases (54.83%); higher and lower unions were observed in 11 (35.48%) and 3 (9.68%) cases, respectively.

Heister valves were present in 32 cases (69.56%) and absent in 14 cases (30.43%). The median quantity was 3.58 (range 1 to 8), with a median endoluminal length of 1.23 mm (range 0.32 to 2.03). Heister valves were distributed uniformly on the full length of the CD in 16 cases (50%); in 9 cases (28.12%), they were only present in the proximal end of the CD and in 7 cases (21.87%) in its distal end. The disposition of Heister valves was oblique in 14 cases (43.75%) and transverse in 9 cases (28.12%); in 10 cases (31.25%), both dispositions were shown (Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6).

The reticular morphological pattern was observed in 5 cases (15.62%), and the nonreticular pattern was observed in 27 cases (84.37%). Among the nonreticular patterns, the classification according to the number of valves and the ratio between the endoluminal length of the valves and the CD diameter was the A1 type in 7 cases (26%), the A2 type in 6 cases (22%), the B1 type in 8 cases (30%), and the B2 type in 6 cases (22%).

Using the casting techniques, we obtained two reliable casts of the endoluminal lumen of the CD with prints of the disposition of Heister valves on its surface. The casts showed the winding morphology of the endoluminal lumen of the CD. The prints of Heister valve showed a lack of junction between adjacent fold and an absence of a continuous pattern to suggest a spiral disposition (Fig. 7).

Discussion

Since Heister first described the mucosal folds of the CD as a valvular system, its function has been discussed. Keith believed that the valves prevent collapse of the CD, providing support to its walls. Mentzer, Répássy et al., and Scott and Otto concluded that the valves may help regulate bile
passage. Liechtenstein and Ivy denied their valvular function and considered that the valves were a support against pressure changes. Finally, in 2005 Dasgupta and Stringer concluded that the valves have a primarily structural function. We suggest that because the valves were absent in 7 cases (22.6%), they are a nonessential structure for the bile flux. Transcystic exploration is limited by a small diameter, long tortuous CDs, or numerous gallstones. There are reports of failures in cholangiography or transcystic exploration because of “unfavorable anatomy” without specific details. Despite the fact that some authors mentioned Heister valves as a possible cause of failure, only Saenz et al reported a failure rate of 6% attributed to the valves, requiring the use of other techniques like endoscopic retrograde papillotomy. According to our study, numerous and wide folds as in A1 type or a reticular pattern formed by wide folds distributed uniformly could represent an obstacle in cannulation even when choosing a specific place to perform cysticotomy.

The presence of Heister valves and the technical difficulties involved lead to defining the most appropriate place to perform the cysticotomy. The position is determined by the amount and the location of the valves (proximal or distal predominance) as well as the larger-diameter segment. In this way, options include incisions performed close to the common bile duct where there is a larger diameter and fewer valves, or close to the gallbladder neck, previously clipped. The distribution patterns of Heister valves on our study —proximal (16.13%), distal (16.13%), and uniform (45.16%)—suggest that the place of incision of the CD could not be determined by the amount of proximal or distal valves because we did not find differences between them. To establish the position of CD incision, it is important to have experienced surgeons and visualize directly the larger-diameter segments of the CD.

Heister valves have been also known as spiral valves, although it was not suggested on the first anatomical description. This idea has been supported by Ignatović et al and Bird et al, who based their conclusions on observations of resin casts and cholangiography images of the CD. However, studying the disposition of Heister valves in this way could be misleading because images and casts provide a better comprehension of the endoluminal morphology than the disposition of Heister valves. These observations could be inaccurate and subject to an error of perception that gives the illusion of continuity. According to our study, the lack of junctions between adjacent folds causes the absence of a continuous pattern on the prints of the casts and in the endoluminal surface of the CD. In none of the observed cases did a spiral disposition display a steady rhythmic pattern. Therefore, it is possible that the previous assumptions on the spiral disposition of the valves could have been driven by error in perception based on the Gestalt laws of grouping.

Finally, to be in accordance with its real function and morphology, we propose the use of the term cystic folds instead of Heister valves.

Conclusion

Heister valves are mucosal folds located in the endoluminal surface of the CD. They were found in 32 cases (69.5%), distributed evenly along all the length of the CD without preference for the distal or proximal ends. The most frequent type of distribution was the nonreticular type, particularly the B1 type. The Heister valve morphology did not show the evidence of a steady rhythmic pattern suggestive of a spiral disposition. Previous assumptions on the spiral disposition of the Heister valves may have been based on errors in perception because of the illusion of continuity that Heister valves and the morphology of the CD suggest. We propose the use of the term cystic folds instead of Heister valves or spiral valves to be in accordance with its real function and morphology.
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